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The Bayes learning in adaptive control processes i defined by the 
learning structure in which the unknown probability distribution is 
re-estimated a posteriori by the use of Bayes' theorem after the ran- 
dom variable is observed at each stage of the process. Three kinds of 
measures which evaluate the effect of the Bayes' learning are pre- 
sented. Using three examples inwhich the adaptive control problem is 
completely solved, it is shown that Bayes learning is sometimes un- 
reasonable, in a certain sense, if the length of the programming 
period is not large. 
I. PURPOSE OF THIS NOTE 
In the last few years, the mathematical theory of control processes 
has attracted a great deal of attention. In many control processes or 
multistage decision processes we face the problem of dealing with ran- 
dom variables whose distributions are initially imperfectly known, but 
which become known with increasing accuracy as the process continues. 
The processes that occur are "learning" or "adaptive" processes in which 
it is required to act and learn simultaneously. "Adaptive control" 
consists in finding the best sequence of rules of action when properties 
of the relevant probabil ity distribution, to be used in choosing actions, 
have to be inferred from the effects of previous actions and observations. 
In problems of this type, which we shall call adaptive models of control 
processes, the best sequence of rules of action can be determined in two 
steps of data processing: (1) re-estimating the unknown probability 
distribution a posteriori, and (2) computing the action on the basis of 
new estimates. The Bayes learning is defined by the learning structure 
in which the unknown probability distribution is re-estimated a pos- 
teriori by the use of Bayes' theorem after the random variable is ob- 
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served at each stage of the process. In this paper we specify the category 
of ignorance about the unknown true distribution as follows: That is, 
the unknown true distribution is determined by specifying a single 
parameter 0.
The purpose oi this note is to give some xamples of Bayesian adap- 
tive processes with worked computations of their efficacies (Sakaguchi, 
1963). Though, in general, the optimal action i the Bayesian adaptive 
programming is itself a functional of the posterior probability distribu- 
tion, given past observations, it will be shown that the optimal action 
is characterized by a small number of parameters if the prior distribu- 
tion of 0 is appropriately chosen for the control problem. It wiI1 also be 
shown that Bayes learning is not always reasonable in the sense that 
it could be worse than no learning. 
II. GENERAL FORMULATION AND SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
The foundation for the general theory of adaptive control processes 
in a mathematical framework was ]aid by Bellman-Kalaba (1959) and 
Bellman (1961). In the present paper we formulate the problem as 
follows: We are required to choose a sequence of decisions { a t} t=l in a 
given space (~ of all available decisions. The state of the process is repre- 
sented by a variable x. We are given a system of two random variables 
R, S and a real-valued function ~, 
JR(a, x; r), S(a, x; r), ~5(x)] 
where r represents a random variable and we interpret R(a, x; r) as 
the "immediate return" to the action when decision a is employed in 
state x, S(a, x; r) as the "successor state" following x at the beginning 
of the succeeding time period if decision a is employed, ~(x) as the 
"value" of the final state x of the process. We assume that N {re} ~=1 is a 
sequence of independent random variables with a common distribution 
function G(r). If G(r) is known and if we consider an N-stage decision 
process, then we are led to the problem of 
f f I,=~ R(At(xt), xt;rt) + ~(x~+~) 1 ~=dG(rt) 
(2.1) 
max 
[At ( .)  ] tN=l ' 
where {At(" )}~=1 is the "policy," i.e., a sequence of decision functions 
At (x t )  and xt+l = •(At(xt), xt ; rt) (t = 1, . . . ,  N). 
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When we are forced to take actions without a complete knowledge 
of G(r) then the problem of adaptive control arises. Let us define an 
information pattern as a sequence of information structures (Sakaguchi, 
1963), i.e., 
P {It(r~, r 
. . . .  , , -01 ,~.  
and define a learning structure as a sequence 
L -- {¢~(r), ¢,(r [I,), . . . ,  ¢ . ( r  I I~)I, 
of each estimate of G(r) based on the information I t ,  available at the 
time period t. G~(r) is an a priori estimate of G(r) without use of any 
information about G(r). 
Let us now specify the category of ignorance about G(r) as follows: 
The unknown true distribution G is determined by specifying a single 
parameter 0, so that dG = p(r, O) dr, where p(r, ~) is the density func- 
tion of r for fixed 0. We assume complete information, that is, at each 
time t, we can know and use all observations r l ,  . . .  , rt_~ already ob- 
served. Moreover, we assume the Bayes learning structure, i.e., the 
unknown probability distribution, is re-estimated a posteriori by the 
use of Bayes' theorem at each stage of the process. Thus, if ~(0) is the 
prior distribution of 0, the estimated istribution at time t is given by 
[r l ,  . . .  , rt-~) = dr, f p ( r , ,  O) d$H (2.2) d~t(rt 
where 
d~i-1 = d~(rl, . . .  , r,-l) 
----- p ( r l ,  O) . .  "p(rt-1, O) d~(O) / f p(r~, O) . . .  p(rt-1, O) d~(O) 
is the posterior distribution of 0 given that r~, . . .  , rt-~ are observed. 
(For t = 1, let dGl(r~) = drlf p(rl, O) d$. This is the prior estimate of 
G(r) without use of any observations.) 
Let It stand for (rl ,  . . .  , rt-1). Since 
fldOt(r,I)=, =&°,...drN f {~,(rt,O)}d~k-,= (2.3) 
(k = i,..-, N; G0 = }), a rational decision-maker under complete 
information would choose the Bayes learning structure 
L* = {G,(r,), ¢,(r,  ] I , ) ,  . . -  , ¢ , ( r ,  [ I , )}  
with ~t(rt l I t )  given by (2.2), and then solve the maximizing problem 
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j . . . , , 
L t = i  t ~ I  
(2.4) 
rnB~x 
where {A,(. )}~=1 is the "policy," i.e., a sequence of decision functions 
Ao(xt,  i ,) each based on x, and on the information It ,  and xt+l = 
~(At(x~, It), xt  ; r~), (t = 1, . ' '  , N ;  I1 ~ nu l l  information)• In 
principle, problems (2.1) and (2.4) can be solved by tim "working 
backward" technique of dynamic programming (Bellman, 1961). 
For the problem (2.4), for instance, defining 
hk,~v(Xk,Ik)-- max f " .  f [k£(At (x t  l t ) ,x t ; r , )  
IAt(')}N=k t=]~ 
for k = 1, . . .  , N, the principle of optimality (Bellman, 1961) yields 
- -  m . x  f [R(a,  x; rk) + h~+i ,~(~(a,  x; ~-~),/~+,)] 
a (2.5) 
• dOk(rk l Ik) (lc = 1, " .  , N; hN+,,N(X, I~v+,) = ~(x)) .  
The problem is solved by computing hu,v(x, Ie¢) first, and then 
hk,~(x, ik)'s downward recursively. The sequence of the maximizing 
, I N • a's at each stage determines the optimal policy {Ak*(,~ ~,)}t=~ 
III. BAYES LEARNING AND ITS EFFICACIES 
Let the optimal policy of the problem (2.4) be denoted by {A t*(" )} t~=~ 
and let that of the problem (2.1) with G replaced by G~ be written as 
{At°( • )}f=~. Then we are led to the following three types of definitions 
of the e~cacy of the Bayes learning structure L* under the complete in- 
formation pattern P and the given "true" distribution function G(r) 
of the random parameter (Sakaguchi, 1963), as 
• * (¢ 'P )  =- f f [ t=l ~?(At*(3Jt*' It), gt*; "Ft) + ( I : :~(X~r+l ) ]  
" i • - -  R (At  (x , ) ,  x o. dO,(~,  I I , )  . . .  o o , ,  ~-,) (a.1) t= l  
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e <L* ,P, f f *, * - " "  ~a ,  ~x, IO ,  x, ; r , )  
+ ¢(xN+l) -- ~,~t~ t j , x , : r , )  
t=l  
e~(L* ] P) ~ e2(L* I P, G) 
and 
(3.2) 
with G(rt) replaced by 
(3.3) 
G(r, I I,) 
where xt* and xt ° are defined by 
$ * * 
x,+l = S(At (x, , It), xt*; r,) 
x°+1 = S(A,°(xt°), x,°; r,) 
(3.4) 
for t = 1, .-- , N; xl* = xl ° = xl ; I1 = null information. 
In the expression of definition (3.1), the second term represents the 
maximum expected-over-all-return when using the "null learning" 
structure, i.e., 
L ° = {e l ( r1 ) ,  4fir2), . . . ,  Offr~)}. 
I t  immediately follows, by the definition and (2.3), that e,(L* I P) = 
f e~ (L* I P, G) d~ ~ 0. This quantity represents the average increase 
of expected-over-all-return which the decision-maker will get through 
using the Bayes learning L* instead of the null learning L °. It will also 
be clear that the definition of e2(L* [ P, G) by (3.2) has a similar mean- 
ing. It  should be remarked that the Bayes learning is reasonable, only 
in the sense that e3(L* I P) >= O. We may have, for Bayes learning L*, 
el(L* I P) < 0 and it is quite possible, as is shown in the later section, 
that e2(L* I P, G) < 0 for a class of G. 
Let us now compute the efflcacies el and e~ for some special models 
of adaptive processes. For somewhat rivial cases in which the state 
x remains constant during the process we have the following 
THEOREM 1. For the Bayes lea~,ing L* and complete information pattern 
P if S(a, x; r) -- x andS(x) -- O, then the optimal policy of the adaptive 
problem is given by 
At*(xt, I~) = the maximizing a~ of f R(a~, xt ; rt) dOt(rt I It), (t = 
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1, . . . ,  N; Is = null information) and we have 
e~(L* I P) -~ es(r* ] P) >= O. 
Proof. It  suffices to prove the theorem for N = 2. By (2.5) we c~n get 
hl,2(x) = max f R(al, x; rl) dGl(rl) 
max f R(a~, z; r~) d¢~(r~ l r~). 
a 2 
The second term on the right hand side is not smaller than 
max f f  R(a2, x; r~) dGl(rl) dG2(r~ ]rl) --- max f R(a2, x; r~) dGl(r2)o 
a 2 a2 
I-Ience we have 
o(L* I P) = hl.2(x) - 2 max f R(al, x; rl) dGl(rl) >= O. 
a i  
5,Iorcover, denoting the maximizing al of the integral f R(al, x; rl) 
dGl(rl) by a°(x), we obtain 
e3(L* [e )  = h~.~(x) - f f  ~ R(a°(x), x; rt) dG~(rl) dG~(r2 [ rl) 
t~ l  
= h~,2(x) - 2 f R(a°(x), x; rl) dGl(rl) = o(L* I P). 
This completes the proof. 
For other simple eases in which, for example, 
R(a, x; r) =- O, ~(x) ~ x 
we cannot expect e~(L*]P) ~ 0 without assuming a special form of 
the function S(a, x; r). 
Let us next consider an interesting model of adaptive control proc- 
esses which was ~reated by M~rschak (1963). Let 
R(a, x; r) =-- O, S(a, x; r) =- x -  g(a - x -  r), ~(x) ~- x, (3.5) 
so that the control problem is given by 
f f • "" xN+l I~ dGt(rt ]I~) ~ max (3.6) t~l {At(')}tN i
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where 
x~+l = xt -- 9(At(xt  , t , )  -- mr-- rt), (t -- 1, 2, . . . , N) .  (3.7) 
We set ~he assumption.: 
The function g is different iable and satisfies some appro- (3.A) 
priate second order conditions. 
T~EoR~ 2. For the adaptive control problem given by (3.5) and (3.6), 
and for the, Bayes learning L* and complete information pattern P, the 
optimal policy is given by 
At  (xt , L): = xt q-{the minimizing at of f g(at - rt) dGt(rt l l t)} 
(t = 1 , . . . ,  N: 11-~ null information) 
andwe have el(L* ] P) =ca(L* I P) > 0. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem for N = 2. Let us denote the 
minimizh~g a's of the integrals ~g(a-  r,)dOl(r~) and 
f g(a -- r~) dO2(r2 Irl) 
by a ° and a*(r0, respectively. Then by (2.5) it is easy to show that 
h, ,~(x~)  = z~ - /g (a  ° - rl)dGl(rl) 
(3 .8 )  
' f f  - g(a*(r0 - r~) dO~(rO dO~(r~ I r~) 
and that the optimaI actions are given by 
Al* (x l )  = x l  + a ° 
, 
A2 (x2 , I2) = z2 q- a*(r , )  
(3.9) 
Proceding in an analogous way it is also easy to obtain, for the null 
learning L °, 
ff f hl.2(° xl) -- xa° I I  dO,(rt) = x, - 2 g(a ° - rl) dO,(rl), (3.10) t= l  
and the corresponding optimal actions 
0 X ~--- At ( t )  x~ -k a °, t 2,2. (3.m) 
Thus we get 
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hL2(xl) f g(a ° rl) d¢ l ( r l )  el(L* I P )  -- hl,~(x~) -- o = _ 
- f f  ~(a*(~) - r~) d¢1(rl)  d¢2(r2 lr~) 
-- rain f g(al - xl -- rl) dOl(r l)  
al  
- f ~(~)m~ f ~(o~ - x~ - ~ do~(~: I~) ~ o 
a2 
Moreover, since we have from (3.7), (3.9), and (3.1i) 
x~ = xl - g(a ° h )  - g (a* ( r J  - r2) 
x8 ° = xl - g(a ° - rl) - g(a ° - r2) 
it follows that 
(3.12) 
0 <= ea(L* I P) = f f  (x3* - -  x~ °) dGl(rl)  dO(r2 lh )  
-~ f f  {g(a ° - r~) - g(a*(r l )  - r2)} dGl(r l)  d¢2(r2 I h )  = el(L* I P ) .  
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
IV. EXAMPLES OF  THE EFF ICACIES  OF  THE BAYES LEARNING 
For further understanding of the foregoing discussions we shah give 
three worked examples. Examples  i and 2 belong to the adaptive models 
treated in Theorem 2. 
EXAMPLE 1 
Assume that the control process is given by (3.5) and let N = 2. 
To give better insight, the adaptive model will be preceded by a corre- 
sponding stochastic model (dG(r)  known). 
(a) Stochastic model. Let G(r)  be the normal distribution function 
with known mean # and known variance a:: 
~j~-~¢ e ar. (4.1) 
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Thus our control problems desc iribed by (2.1) together with (3.5) and 
(4.1). 
Let us denote the root of the equation 
0 =E~Ig(y - - r )}  = g(y - - r )  -~ '~ e- dr (4.2) 
by s g (~1~), which, by (3A), is assumed to exist uniquely. By tracing 
the proof of Theorem 2 we can easily find that the solution of the prob- 
lem is given by 
At  (xt) = xt -t- gS(tL, 2) ,  t = 1,2 
(4.3) 
max E(x3)  = xl -- 2E{g(gS(t~, f )  - rl)}. 
$ :For example, if g(y)  = y2/2 then gS(tL, 2 )  = t~, for all 2 ;  At (x,) = 
xt -t- . (t = 1, 2) and max E(x3) =- xl - z ~. 
(b) Adaptive model. Assume that, in the previous model (a), we know 
the value of z but not the value of #, and that only an a priori distribu- 
tion ( of ~ is known before the first action al is chosen. Let the prior 
distribution be 
~: normal with mea~ m and variance v 2, 
where ra and v are given constants. Then, by Bayes' theorem, the a 
posteriori distribution ((rl) after observing the random variable rl is 
}1 = ~(rl): normal with mean (my -2 -I- r l¢ -2) / (v  ~2 -I- ¢-~) 
and variance 1/(v -2 -t- a-2). 
And hence by (2.3) 
01(rl): normal with mean m and variance ~ + v 2 
O2(r~ ] rl): normal with mean (my -2 + r l~-~)/ (4.4) 
and variance (¢2/v: -t- 2 ) /  (v -2 -t- -2 ) .  
Again, by (3.8) and (3.9) appearing in the proof of Theorem 2 we 
get the solution of the adaptive control problem described by 
$ A1 (xO = Zl J[- gS(m, 2 + v:), 
A:(~, I~) = ~ + ~ ( "w-~ + r~ ~-~ ~/v ~ + 2~ 
, \ ~ ~ , ~-~-~/ ,  
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Max E~ E(xs) = xl - E,  E[g{gS(m, 2 _]_ v2) _ rl}] 
_E#g[g{ga(my-2-~-rl T-2 02/v_22 ~2~ r2} 1 
\ -~T-Y  -~ ' v -~+~-V-  
where E~E[.- .] stands for f [ . . . ]  dG~(r~) or f f  [ .- .]  dG~(h) dG2(r2 ] rl). 
We Mso obtain by Theorem 2 and (3.12) 
0 <= e~(L* ]P)  = e3(L* IF) = E,E[gIgS(m,z ~ + v 2) -- h}] 
- g \g  + + r 
and we can easily find that e2 (L* l P, G) is equal to the above expression 
with E~E replaced by E, i.e., f f  [...] dG(h)dG(r2). 
If g(y) = y2/2, then after some computations el(L* [ P) = e3(L* ] P) 
is equal to 
and 
1 ( j  + v~) 1 J /v  ~ + 2 v ~ 
2 v -~ + o< - 2(1 + .~/v ~) > 0 (4.6) 
)2} 
e~(L* I P, G) = ~ (m -- r~) \ v- 2+ ~_~ r2 
m dG(r t )1  ~\2  ( . _  m) 2 1 + 2z2"~- (4.7) 
v~ / o- , 
2 I+V/  
which is 
(4.6) and (4.7) we can check e3(L* I P) = f e2(L* I P, G) d}). Thus, 
in this case, even with the "suificiently good" learning structure, i.e., 
a prior estimate very close to the true probability distribution (for 
example, v = e and m = ~+ e ~ for sufficiently small e> 0), and 
Bayesian inference, it is quite possible that e2(L* [P, G) < O. 
EXAMPLE 2 
Let us consider the same control problem as before for the case of a 
binomial distribution. Assume that rl and r2 are identically and inde- 
pendently distributed, each with a binomial distribution with parame- 
ters 1 and unknown a (Marschak, 1963). Let the prior distribution 
of ~ be given by 
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k 
( i  -- 1, - . .  , k;  p l ,  " ' "  , pk > 0; E p i  -- l ) ,  
1 
and so the posterior distribution after observing rl is 
~t = ~(rl): IPr{a - a~ I r l  = 1} = p ia~/~ p~ai, 
1 
[er{a = al It1 0} p~(1 -- a i ) /~  p~(1 -- ai), 
i 
and thus by (2.3) 
Gl(rl): binomial with parameters 1, 5(~) ~ (4.8) 
020"2 [ rl): binomial with parameters 1, ~(~i)) 
where 5(~t), (t = 0, 1; G0 -- 4) is the mean of the distribution ~, so 
that ~(~) = ~ pia~ and 
k 
5(~x) -- a(~(rl)) = ~ a iPr  1o~ = ai I rl} 
i=l 
= p~ai /~_. p4al,  if rl ~- 1 
p~a~(1 - a i ) /~ '~ p~(1 - a~), if rl = O. 
Let us denote the root of the equation 
0 r{g (Y -- r)} = ag'(y  -- 1) + (1 -- a)g (y) 0 
again by gS(a),  which by (3.A) is assumed to exist uniquely. Then 
from (3.8), (3.9), and (4.8) the solution of the adaptive control prob- 
lem is given by 
A~*(xl)  = x~ + gS(S(()), 
, gS A2 (x~,I2) = x2 -t- (~(~)),  
(4.9) 
max E~E(x3)  = xl - -E .E [g{gZ(a(~) )  - rl}] 
-- E.E[g{gS(d~(~) ) - r2}]. 
We also obtain by Theorem 2 and (3.12) that 
0 <= e~(L* IP )  = e~(L* [P)  
= E,E[g{gZ(a(~))  - r~}] - E,E[g{gS(~(~) )  - r2}], 
and that e2(L* ]P ,  G) is equal to the above expression with E.E  re- 
placed simply by E, i.e., f j" [ . . . ]  dG(r~) dG(r~). 
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Let us put 5 ~ ~ p~a~ and ~ -= ~ p,~a~ 2. Then if the problem is 
given by the special successor state function with g(y) = y~/2 then 
g~(a) = a and we can see, after some computations, that 
el(L* I P) = e3(L* I P) - 5(1 -- 5) (5 -- c))(5 + & -- 2& 2) 
2 25(1 -- 5) 
(a - 52) 2 
>0 
- 25(1  - -  a )  
and 
l f f  2 e2(L* I P, G) = 5 {(s - n)  2 - (~(~(n))  - r~) 2} I I  dG(r~) 
-- ~- -~ ~ --  5 1 - -5  2 -- ~- -~ 
\1  - -  5 , / J "  
Let the above quadratic function be denoted by f (a ) .  Then since we 
have 
o <5(~(n=o) )  a-~ 5 - -  1 a < 5 <-  = a (~( r~ = 1) )  < 1 (4 .10)  
by the definitions of ~ and c~, f (a) is strictly convex with f (0) and f ( 1 ) > 
0. After some infinitesimal calculations we find that f(a) can have nega- 
tive values in an interval of a values if, for example,/c = 2, a~ = e and 
52 = 1 - e, for sufficiently small e > 0. 
EXAMPLE 3 
Let us consider the control problem in which the random variable 
has a binomial distribution with parameters 1, a (0 < a < 1) and 
R(a ,x ; r )  =- 0; S(a ,x ; r )  =]x+a '  if r = 1; 
i x-a ,  if r=0 
• (x) = log x. 
The action space when given xe, Ik is the interval 0 < a =< z~. This 
model corresponds to the following betting problem (Bellman, 1961, 
Sakaguchi, 1963). Consider a coin with probability a of heads. A gam- 
bler, without knowing this probability, is required to place a bet on 
the event of head. He is allowed to bet a quantity a, subject to the re- 
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striction 0 < a --< x, where x is his capital at the present stage. If he 
bets correctly he then wins, otherwise he loses. Continuing this betting 
process for N stages, and assuming that tossings of the coin are inde- 
pendent at these stages and that the gambler wishes to maximize the 
expected value of the logarithm of the final total at the end of the 
process, the problem is then to derive an optimal betting policy. 
Let the prior distribution of a be the same as in Example 2. With the 
functions hk.~(x, Ik) defined in Section II  we have for N = 2, 
h2.s(x2, Is) = max f log S(a2, zs ; r2) dG2(r2 It2) 
0 <:a2~x2 
= max [5(~(rl)) log (x~ + a¢) 
0=<a2~x2 
+ (1 - a(~(rl))) log (z: - a2)] 
= log xs + C(max(5(~(h)) ,  1/2)) 
in which the optimal choice is given by 
As (xs, Is) = max {(25(~(rl)) - 1)xs, 0} (4.11) 
and C(a) is defined by 
OL 
c(~)  =- ~ log 1-~ + (1 - 6) log 11/2- ~ 
which is => 0 for all 0 -< a < 1 and equals 0 if and only if a = ½. Now 
hl,2(xl) = max f h2.s(S(a~ , xl ; rl), I2) dGl(rl) 
O<=al~z l  
= max f log ~q(al, xl ; rl) d¢l(fl) 
O<alSxl d 
+ f C(max 1/2)) d(~l(rl), 
where the first term in the right hand side is 
max [Slog (xl + as) + (1 - ~) log (x~ -- a~)] 
0<al~x l  
= log xl + C(max (5, ½)) 
and the optimal action is given by 
Al*(xl) = max{(25 -- 1)zl, 0}. 
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Considering the inequalities (4.10) we finally geg 
X hi,2( i, Ii) = lOgXl -/c C(max (~, ½)) + (iC(max (~/K, ½)) 
+ (1 - a)C(max ((a - a)/(1 - a), ½)). 
In an analogous way we find the solution for the ease of null learning 
that  
h°~,~(xl) = log xl + 2C(max (~, ½)) 
and thus 
e1(L*,P) = ~C(max(~,  1 /2 ) ) - t - ( i -a )  
(4.12) 
( (1  )) • C max a '  1/2 - -  C(max(5, 1/2)) 
which is >0, since the function C(max (a, ½)) ks 0 for 0 < a <-- ½ and 
strictly convex for ½ < a < 1. 
For another measure of efficacy, e2(L* [P, G), of Bayes learning L* 
we can find that with x~ = x 
ff logS(ca*, x2*; r~) ~It=l dG(rt)= c~ {log (x + a~*) 
( ( ", a~*(1) ~ ~(1)  "~ +a log  l+x+-~, /  + (1 -- a) log 1 +x + ai*/j 
+ ( l - -a )  log(x- -  al*) +a log  l+x_  ai*/ 
( a : (O/~\  +(1-~) log  1 z - -~] f '  
fj { log S(ca °, x2°; r2) ~ dG(rt) = a log (x -t- a~ °) 
+alog(l+~a2°(1))~_ +(1- -a )  log(1 xa~°(e))}+al 0 
+ (1 - -a )  log(x - -  al °) Jr 'alog 1-i-x_ at °] 
+ (1 - ~)~og(1- a:(O) ~\ 





X -Jr al* 
a2*(O) 
x -- a~* 
and hence 
a,__~* : al ° = a:°(1) _ a2°(O) 
x x -t- al ° x - al o -max {26- -  1,0} 
-max {2a(~(r~ = 1)) - 1, o} 
- max {2K(}(rl = 0)) -- 1,0} 
f f  2 e2(L* !P, G) = [log S(a2*, x2*; r2) -- log S(a2 °,x2°; r2)] ~ dG(rt) 
=a a log  l+x+ al*]'-E ( l - -a )  log 1 x -~a l  / 
a~*(0) "~ 
- - l og( lq -~°)}+(1- -a ){a log( l -~-x - -~- ,  ] 
q - ( l - -  ) log( l  a~*(O)~ (1 o )}  d-U* / - l °g  - - -  . 
Consider the case in which the prior distribution of a satisfies 
1 e (a -~) / (1 -~)>~( .g . ,k=2,~l=} ~and~=}+~forsu f f i -  
c ient ly  small e > 0). Then we have 
e2(n*IP, G) = a(a log 6/~ + (1 -- a) log 1 - 5~/6~ 
-£  i - 6 f  
+ (1 -- a) ~a log (6 -- 4) / (1  -- 6) (4.13) 
& 
+ (1 - -  o~) log 1 - -  (6  - -  4 ) / (1  --  6 )}  
i - - -~-  
Let the quadratic function in the right hand side of the above xpression 
be denoted by f (a) .  It is easily seen that f (a)  is convex with f(O) and 
f(1) > 0 and assumes negative values in some interval about a = & 
It is interesting to find, after taking expectation of (4.13) and com- 
paring the result with (4.12), that 
e~(L*IP) e~(L*[P)= 6I(~:6).-E(1 6)I(1-5~ ) = -- :6  >0 6 = 
where 
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¢.0 1 - -  ¢..0 -~- ( !  
I ( ox J ) - co log j -l- (1 -  ~ ) lOg l -~, , 0<~,  <1,  
is the I(ullback-Leibler information (F2ullback, 1959) discriminating 
between two binomial distributions with parameters 1,e and 1, co'. 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Summarizing the foregoing discussions it would be worthwhile to note 
the following remarks. 
(a) The optimal policy of the adaptive control problem (2.4) gen- 
erally, does not coincide with the one which would be obtained by first 
finding the best estimates t)~ of the unknown parameter 0 at each stage t
and then inserting these estimates into the corresponding optimM policy 
of the stochastic ontrol problem. 
(b) From (2.2) and (2.5) we see that the optimal action in Bayesian 
adaptive programming is itself a functional of the posterior probability 
distribution given past observations. But as we have seen in the three 
examples in the previous section, the optimal action is characterized 
by one or two parameters if the prior distribution of 0 is chosen from 
the family which is clo~ed under sampling (i.e., ~ and ~(r~) belong to the 
same family). This simplifies the computations very much. 
(e) The Bayes learning L* is reasonable only in the sense that 
e3(L* I P) >= 0 for all prior distributions. At the same time it is un- 
reasonable in the sense that e~ (L* t P, G) can be negative for the prior 
distributions very close to the true distribution if N is not large. 
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